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BASKETBALL ECONOMY 
Globalization  



Increased number of international entities on the rise


Basketball has certainly been a sport that is globally accepted for many decades past and to come. 
And as the year 2020 approaches, the globalization of the sport of basketball has nearly tripled from 
years past according to CBA contributors. More and more international organizations are now 
positioning themselves to expedite those high-levels of development needed. And their youth are 
the primary benefactors that need to become equipped with the necessary tools needed for 
success in the modern basketball era. 
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The demand for efficient & tactical skill development, and personalized programming for athletes in 
the sport of basketball is at an all time high. Organizational leaders are now realizing that the 
trajectory for the Basketball Economy will continue to climb, and if they can stay ahead of the curve 
their organizations will continue to develop effectively. On a global scale, nearly 10 million youths 
play the game of basketball daily for leisure and competition. The demand for alternative & 
supplemental programs are also on the rise, as more and more young athletes are now realizing 
other career opportunities in the Basketball Economy. This is when CBA’s Basketball Economy 
Institute steps in, and plays a vital role for youths to decide which supplemental programs would 
work best for their career goals. Nowadays, organizations are now seeking more than just strategic 
partnerships with other organizations and entities. They are seeking intrinsic and meaningful 
attributes, such as the quality of the individuals within the organization, their ability to apply 
instructional capital, and how their experiences can help engage and retain the attention of their 
young constituents. This challenging yet well needed combination of key ingredients, has led many 
organizations that are abroad to search of find that perfect harmony domestically & internationally.  


On a recent visit to Morocco, CBA’s Founder, Damond Williams, made special trips to some of the 
most emerging basketball academies there. Starting the tour throughout parts of Casablanca, he 
then set off to Rabat, which is the nations capital. Mr. Williams stated, “Since Morocco has recently 
been added to the NBA Africa basketball league, they are assuring their need for major basketball 
development, and high-quality programming for their youth.” This statement caught the attention of 
other organizational leaders in the region, and now they too are preparing to follow in the footsteps 
of their fellow neighbors. By the end of Mr. Williams visit to Morocco, more and more organizational 
are following the path of structuring more than strategic partnerships with local and international 
organizations. Instead, they are looking for lifelong compatible relationships, that will ultimately turn 
into productive and accurate business goals for each side.


So the question remains, can this ultimately be a solution to increase performance & productivity for 
organizations outside of the USA? Certainly there isn’t a right or wrong answer here. However, when 
global organizational leaders look to the western world, they undoubtedly see Americans as entities 
and industry leaders in the Basketball Economy. And in addition, they see Americans as the primary 
source of knowledge an information when it comes to developing and improving the sport of 
basketball on all fronts.  
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